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Bloco Fogo Committee Meeting 2 April 2012 - Minutes 
 

Committee members present: Mestres present: 

Dave (Chair) 
Belinda (Vice-Chair) 
Geoff Powers (Treasurer) 
Roy 
Leonie 
Graham 
Kim 
Phil sent his apologies 
Jan sent her apologies 

Matt & Dan sent their apologies 
Alex elected not to attend in reaction to item 
2 on the agenda below 

 
 

1. Committee role review / allocation (Treasurer, vice treasurer, Secretary, other?) 

 
Checked that Geoff Powers happy to stay on as Treasurer – yes, easier than 
changing all the bank signatories etc. Agreed easier also for Jan to stay on as 
assistant Treasurer assuming she is happy to! (to check, as she was not present). 
 
Established that the signatories are Geoff, Jan & Kim. 
 
Phil as Secretary, yes, noted that it’s a big job and thanks to Phil for doing it. 
Discussion around newsletter. Do we need to make any changes? Definitely need to 
keep it: agreed email important as the main form of communication, but we do want 
to encourage people to use gig list. Kim didn’t know quick link (still logs in via 
website/members’ area) – maybe more people need tech help w that? 

 
Action: Review newsletter to ensure content fresh & relevant. Send out a “how to” 
communication (on the newsletter!) to make sure people know how to access the gig list 
direct from link on the newsletter 
 
 
2. Distribution lists (corporate, committee, mestres etc) 

Alex didn’t turn up – noted that he is upset at the changes. Dave wanted to discuss at 
meeting tonight, but because he’s not there, can’t have such a helpful discussion 
about it. 
 
Dave explained his reasons: committee of volunteers who employ mestres to run the 
musical side of the band; very valued members of team, but sometimes as committee 
need to have discussions, particularly financial discussions around payment of 
mestres etc. Those conversations are very difficult when the mestres are present – 
can be (and have been in the past) taken very personally. 
 
Leonie & Kim raised their objections and Graham also felt that it could be seen as a 
little divisive. 
 
The only other way for delicate sensitive discussions to take place was by committee 
members writing to each other individually and that this was considered perhaps 
even more divisive and non-transparent, but that there must be a way that the 
committee can discuss the financial issues surrounding mestres if and when it was 
needed, without their involvement, until a strategy was agreed. This was not to 
undermine their authority but a positive step to support them. 
 
As the main reason for the changes is for financial issues, Leonie suggested a sub-
committee that discusses finances, rather than separating out the mestres. Dave’s 
reply: last time this happened, the sub-committee escalated this up to the main 
committee, and it got very personal very quickly. 
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Leonie acknowledged that there was an existing problem, but that this was likely to 
make it worse. Kim feels it splits rather than unites the band and is concerned that 
Alex might leave the band if he is excluded from the committee mailing list. Everyone 
agreed that Alex does a lot for the band. 
 
Kim feels that we should have more email groups (for all the sub-committees): and if 
we want one without Alex on it, to “manage the mestres” then should have one 
(perhaps “Performance”). However, as Dave pointed out, the original aim of this was 
to reduce the email lists, not increase them! 
 
Graham suggested another way of dealing with it: ask the mestres to leave early (or 
arrive later) at the committee meetings when we need to discuss financial or 
performance matters relating to them. 
 
Roy: we are facing a reaction on the part of Alex, which wasn’t intended. We’ve got to 
deal with that, and understand why he’s reacting like this. Kim suggested that it might 
be helpful for Alex to have someone discussing things with him one-on-one rather 
than in committee meetings, where he may sometimes feel like he is one person 
against the whole committee. Dave agreed that as Chairman, he should take on this 
role. 
 
Voted to re-instate mestres on committee email list. Vote passed. Still keep a 
separate mestres list, though, to include Jaz & Sal. 
 
Actions: Dan to amend the distribution list. Committee to explain to Alex at next 
meeting that when we discuss finance issues relating to mestres etc, we do it without 
him.  

 
 
3. Review and redefine various sub committees 

 
Costume: understood that Jan leading it, also Alex, Bec, Jane, Sandra, Dave. 

 
Learning & Skills: mestres, Kim, Belinda, request for other members 

 
Travel & Logistics: Leonie & Belinda, request for other members  
 
Operations & SFX: Dave, Roy, Graham, Phil, request for other members 

 
Finance: Geoff, Dave, Kim & Roy 

 
Appointed heads of each (in bold). Agreed that each sub-committee except Finance 
should include at least one or two members of the band (not just committee). 

 
Actions: Email to be sent out to members asking for volunteers for all groups (except for 
finance). Check with costume members whether all happy to stay on it. Each head to draw up 
a list of what they’re going to focus on, submit to Chairman for review by Mon 9

th
 April. 

 
 

4. Expenses 

Roy – wants assurance from the full committee that the system is fair to all members 
and that all members whether corporate or not are paid same rate of expenses. 
 
His main thrust here was to get agreement that all gigs ( other than Licensed ones, 
over which we have no control ) whether they be free, corporate, community, charity 
or otherwise should fall within the same Expenses model, and that the Finance 
committee should seek to clarify the claims procedure to ensure that it is fair to all 
players. 
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Dave – having been involved in both corporate & other, can’t think of an instance 
where it’s not been equitable. 
 
Roy also raised the question of allowing payment to mestres for all gigs whether they 
be non-revenue generating ones or not, if they wished to make a claim. This was felt 
to be a good idea by all committee members present. He proposed that the finance 
sub-committee should consider it formally. 
 
Roy would like finance sub-committee to look into a way to automating gig sheet or 
linking that together directly to expenses.  Finance sub-committee to review. 
 
Roy also asked for treasurer to notify of electronic payments, easier for him to see. 
 
 

5. Review of old action items  

Agreed that sub-committee would be more proactive and look into the ongoing hot 
topics: 
- Beginners’ workshops 
- Costume 
- Clapping/how to start sessions/ 
- How to support new members/people learning new instruments 

 
 
6. Corporate - Just because it is a hot topic 

Have tried to make things as visible as possible. 
Auditions – need to sort it out – as it was asked for at AGM 
Learning & skills sub-committee can pick this up, also how members get there, get 
supported to get to the right level of skills  
Also take note of Matt’s email & Mandy’s request for extra sessions run by Jaz for 
people who find the current level too complicated & need “extra tutoring”. 

 
 
7. Bloco Vano progression  

Kim has asked for new one, haven’t heard back. 
Graham has long wheel base ones from work, will ask at work. Should be one 
available September time, not sure of cost. 
 
Leonie mentioned the emissions ruling: van not allowed inside M25 as too old. Will 
affect Petts Wood gig. 
 
 

8. Crawley – as Alex had mentioned this as something he wanted to progress 
Can’t have discussion without him. Alex had said at AGM that he would be willing to 
fund it personally using his own drums etc, without committee’s involvement. But still 
would need involvement from rest of band/committee (partic from a finance/admin 
support perspective). 
Kim: next stage in band’s evolution to employ a paid administrator? 
Graham: why Crawley? Leonie reply: Convenient for Alex, also the council had some 
money for it & were keen. Also supplies more people when need mega-band. 
Graham: 2 separate issues, surely? 
 
Dave felt that there were still population centres within the current Tunbridge Wells 
and Maidstone catchment area that we should try to tap into, like Kings Hill and 
Tonbridge for example, and we should investigate playing there for promotion in run 
up to possible beginners workshops later in the year. This could boost numbers 
without the burden of an additional location to manage. 
 
Will carry forward to next time 
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9. Review of AGM minutes & actions 

 
Minutes signed off.  

Action: to email out to members & post up on website. 

 
Actions from AGM: 
p.2: Charity gigs: 

Need to ask members what they want to support charity wise & we then make a decision on 
that.  
Come up with a policy to help us say no when we have to & get them to understand that? All 
agreed that it would be good to say yes to as many as possible but then have an agreement 
on how to control it, to help make selection of charity gigs fairer. 
 
Motion to pay mestres for free gigs – agreed in principle – finance sub-committee to 
consider & draw up recommendations. 

 
Action: Email to go out to members to ask them to nominate charities they would like to 
support. Committee to then consider & choose. Leonie to have a think about a charity policy, 
as she has best sense of booking requirements etc. 
 
p.4: Costume 
Action: call meeting before doing anything else 

 
p.6: Update to committee re corporate/licensed gigs 

Leonie – nothing to report 
 
p.7: Leonie/Phil re ensuring all corporate/licensed gig info included on gig list 

 
Action: Dave says will be a backup to Phil doing newsletter/gig list, for when he’s not 
around/available to do it. 
 
p.7: Charity again: come up with a plan 
Have reached agreement tonight that will try & do more for charity/community – Leonie said 
yes, would try, just have to be careful to not over-stretch ourselves/the band. 
 
AOB 

Coburg: ask members to pay £50 or not? Show of hands: 5 for, 2 against 
Travel & Logistics sub-committee to discuss finer details (child discount for e.g.). 
 
Puppet – how practical is it? Looked amazing at Convex, but very big thing to store & cart 
around. 
 
Next meeting: 21 May 

 
 
 
 
 


